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Summary

There were no significant differences in holding time for the two labels.

Goals

We tested the exhibit with two different labels, to see if there were differences in visitor
holding time.

Methods

We compared two versions of the label:
(1) Multiple Things to Try — the label showed visitors photos of different objects

floating in the air

(2) Make a Prediction — the label asked visitors to make predictions about which objects
or orientations of objects would float the highest
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Table 1. Two versions of the label tested in this study
Multiple things to try Make a prediction

Analysis consists of coding 2 one-hour videotapes recorded on 4/27/02.

Results

Visitor holding time

There was no significant difference in mean holding time between the two label versions
(F62 = .97, p = .33).  The median holding times were:

 (1) Multiple Things to Try = 2 minutes, 7 seconds
 (2) Make a Prediction = 1 minute, 40 seconds

See Figure 1 for holding time distributions.
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Figure 1. Holding times for different visitor groups in
Versions (1) and (2).

Conclusion

The label versions did not seem to make a great difference in the holding time of visitors.
The Multiple Things to Try version seemed to hold visitors a bit longer, but this was not
statistically significant.
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